CHRISTMAS
VIDEO SCAVENGER HUNT
Video the scenarios listed below in the allotted tim e. Each team will get
the designated points for capturing each one of these scenarios on tape.
Upon returning team s will also get bonus points for item s specified. An
unbiased party will view the tapes with you and determ ine which teams
will get which bonus points. If there is no extra person to determ ine the
winners of the individual bonus points you m ay choose to ignore them or
give the team s the opportunity to vote.

Video Scenes

Possible
Points

Team member sitting on a store Santa’s knee
and asking for some kind of plastic surgery
for Christmas (ie. rhinoplasty). 10 bonus
points to the team member who can break
down in tears while making this request to
Santa.

25 + 10 bonus for
believable weeping

Team member wearing a pair of Christmas
boxers over his/her clothes in an area of high
pedestrian traffic must ask three different
strangers what they think of the fit.

15 + 5 bonus for
best answer

Team must write a new words for Jingle Bells
and get one or more strangers to sing it.

20 + 10 bonus for
best song and
performance

Team members interview potential elves for
Santa. Stop random people and tell them
Santa is short on elves, and why you think
they’d make a good elf. Ask if they would be
interested in applying. Teams must supply
their own questions and pick the best
candidate.

25 + 10 bonus for
best interview
+ 10 bonus points
for the best elf

Team members must get a stranger to wrap
a chocolate bar or can of pop for him/her.
(Look for someone who has just purchased
wrapping paper or use your imagination - has
to be wrapped for FREE.)

20 + 5 bonus for
best encounter

A stranger telling a Christmas joke

15 + 5 bonus
for best joke

Someone over 65 sharing about the funniest
gift he/she ever received for Christmas.

20 + 5 bonus for the
funniest

All team members, except for the video
person in/on one sleigh.

20 - 5 penalty points
for each one not
included

A team member convincing a stranger to give
them one of their Christmas decorations to
keep.
Find as many different people as possible to
say Merry Christmas in a different language
(language must be noted).

Regular

10 + 0 bonus

10 for first one + 1
bonus for each
additional

TOTAL POINTS
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